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G. P. Peterson, and Victor M. Bright, Senior Member, IEEE, Fellow, ASME

Abstract—In this paper, polymer-based flat heat pipes (PFHPs)
with a thickness on the order of 1 mm have been successfully
developed and tested. Liquid-crystal polymer (LCP) films with
copper-filled thermal vias are employed as the case material. A
copper micropillar/woven mesh hybrid wicking structure was de-
signed and fabricated to promote evaporation/condensation heat
transfer and the liquid supply to the evaporator of the PFHP.
Water was selected as the working fluid because of its superior
thermophysical properties. An experimental study was conducted
to examine the PFHP performance. The test data demonstrated
that the PFHP can operate with a heat flux of 11.94 W/cm2

and results in effective thermal conductivity ranging from 650 to
830 W/m · K, with the value varying with the input heat flux and
the tilt angle. With the employment of flexible LCP as casing
material, the PFHP could potentially be directly integrated into a
printed circuit board or flexible circuits for thermal management
of heat-generating components. [2010-0280]

Index Terms—Cooling, flat heat pipe (FHP), hybrid wick,
polymer.

I. INTRODUCTION

A HEAT PIPE is a sealed vessel containing working fluids,

such as water, acetone, etc. Through the use of efficient

two-phase heat-transfer loop, the thermal resistance of a heat

pipe can be several orders of magnitude lower than that of

the best solid conductors, such as copper and aluminum. As

such, heat pipes have been widely used in modern industries

and commercial products as important thermal-management

components [1]–[8].

The working mechanism of a flat heat pipe (FHP) is the same

as that of conventional heat pipes with cylindrical geometries

[9]. Heat enters the wicking structure of the evaporator section

through the casing material, and the liquid saturating the wick

absorbs the heat and vaporizes. The vapor flows from the hot
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evaporator to the cold condenser due to the vapor-pressure

differential and condenses, releasing its latent heat of vapor-

ization. The condensate accumulates in the capillary structures

(grooves, mesh, or other porous media) and is pumped back to

the hot evaporator by capillary pressure, enabling a continuous

liquid–vapor cycle. Through this passive process, heat is effi-

ciently transported from the hot evaporation region to the cold

condensation region with a very small temperature difference.

FHPs with different wicking structures and materials have

been developed and tested in the past two decades. In 1990,

Adami and Yimer [10] constructed a 15.24 cm × 30.48 cm ×

1.905 cm FHP with water as the working fluid and three

layers of #100 copper mesh as the wicking material. They

found that gravitational orientation did not have a significant

effect on the performance, and the axial temperature gradient

increased nearly linearly with input power. Ogushi et al. [11]

also conducted an investigation on a similar device. This de-

vice had a 2.5-mm-thick vapor core with axial grooves as the

wicking structure to distribute the working fluid (methanol or

ammonia) throughout the heat pipe and a sharp-edged corner

for working-fluid communication between the top and bottom

plates. Although some problems with slugging were encoun-

tered, the overall temperature drop when using methanol as

the working fluid was about half of the temperature drop when

compared with an aluminum plate of the same dimensions and

only one-fourth of that when using ammonia as the working

fluid. In 2002, Shimura et al. [12] manufactured an aluminum-

based FHP with cyclopentane as working fluid. This device

transferred a heat flux of 5 W/cm2.

With ever-increasing integration complexity, cooling devices

must be of high efficiency, along with compact size, to meet

the cooling needs of miniaturized modern electronic devices.

“Microheat pipes” with dimension characteristics of [13]

rc

rh

≥ 1 (1)

where rc is the capillary radius and rh is the hydraulic ra-

dius, were first introduced by Cotter [14] in 1984. To date,

investigations have been conducted on many different types of

micro FHPs. In 2002, Moon et al. [15] pressed a copper-based

cylindrical microheat pipe of 4-mm diameter with woven-wire

wick to a planar structure for notebook PC cooling. They

found that the heat pipe worked normally when the pressed

thickness was between 2.5 and 3.0 mm. However, the cooling

performance was significantly decreased when it was pressed to

less than 2 mm. In 2005, Wang and Peterson [16] built a novel

FHP using wires, mesh, and foils. Two prototypes with dif-

ferent wick configuration were evaluated. They found that the

maximum heat flux was as high as 19.1 W/cm2. As expected,
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the heat flux varied with mesh number, wire diameter, num-

ber of layers, sintering process, and tilt angle. When the tilt

angle was from 50◦ to 60◦, the performance was only from

one-fourth to one-fifth of the horizontal case. More recently,

Lim et al. [17] have designed a flat copper microheat pipe,

which was able to transfer 8 W under adverse gravity conditions

in which the evaporator was situated above the condenser.

Most of the aforementioned FHPs were constructed using

thermally conductive materials (such as metals, silicon, etc.)

because of their advantage of high thermal conductivity and

high strength. In general, the metal cases have a low thermal

resistance for transferring heat into and out of heat pipes.

Additionally, it is comparably easy to achieve high hermetic

sealing on metals to enable a highly reliable heat pipe. However,

it is very challenging to develop flexible or nonelectrically con-

ductive heat pipes for some special applications based on the

process developed for metals. Researchers have been looking

for solutions to develop polymer-based FHPs (PFHPs). The

PFHP has advantages, such as low cost, lightweight, flexibility,

and dielectric property, over traditional metal-cased heat pipes.

In 2001, a flexible polymer-based microheat pipe was proposed

and analyzed for use in space applications [18]. The theoretical

analysis of the PFHP predicted an effective thermal conductiv-

ity of 740 W/m · K with a length of 16.4 cm and a groove width

of 30 µm. However, a prototype has not yet been produced.

Liu et al. [19] fabricated and tested a polymer-based heat

pipe for integrated-circuit cooling applications. The device was

conical in shape and fabricated using a photosensitive resin

and a sintered metal/resin capillary structure. Interestingly, their

device is integrated on chip directly to reduce the contact

thermal resistance. However, the authors did not report the

performance quantitatively. In 2002, Jones et al. [20] reported

microheat pipes embedded in laminated ceramic substrates,

based on a microgroove wicking structure realized by stacking

dielectric layers in a staggered lay up. In this case, heat-pipe

failure occurred around 10 W due to delamination of the printed

circuit board (PCB). In 2006, Wits et al. [21] also built an FHP

using standard PCB materials and processing. It reached 12 W

of power transmission; however, this heat-pipe substrate was

still rigid.

In this paper, the goal is to demonstrate a liquid-crystal-

polymer (LCP)-based PFHP with superior thermal perfor-

mance. The architecture of this newly developed PFHP is

similar to a traditional metal-cased FHP [9]. The test data show

that the PFHP can operate with a heat flux of 11.94 W/cm2

with effective thermal conductivity from 650 to 830 W/m · K,

which varies with the input heat flux and the tilt angle. This

experimental study shows that the performance of the PFHP can

be competitive with traditional FHPs. In addition, our PFHP can

potentially be directly integrated into a PCB or flexible circuits

as thermal-management components.

II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF PFHP

A. Design of PFHP

The cross-sectional and bottom view of our PFHP design is

shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional and bottom view schematic of LCP-cased FHP.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the copper hybrid wicking structure used in the PFHP
composed of 200-µm-wide grooves topped with #200 woven copper mesh.

Similar to a conventional FHP, the PFHP has a rectangular

encasing, an evaporator, and a condenser with wicking struc-

tures. We chose flexible LCP as the casing material for several

reasons. It is highly hermetic [22] and exhibits moisture absorp-

tion of 0.02% versus the 2.8% for that of Kapton polyimide film

[23]. The x–y coefficient of thermal expansion of LCP film is

controllable to be anywhere between 0 to 30 ppm/K, whereas

that of the Kapton polyimide is fixed at 20 ppm/K, allowing

the possibility of nearly stress-free bonding and operation of

heat-generating components. LCP is also highly resistant to

chemical attack and is able to withstand prolonged exposure

to most acids, bases, and solvents [24].

However, the thermal conductivity of LCP is relatively low

(∼0.2 W/m · K) as compared with those of metals typically

used in heat-pipe fabrication. To reduce the thermal resistance

of the case, copper-filled thermal vias are thus fabricated in the

evaporating and condensing areas, as shown in the bottom view

of Fig. 1.

Conventional FHPs with uniform wick structures, such as

grooves, sintered mesh, or particles, are not suitable for high

heat-flux applications. This is because the flow resistance from

the sintered mesh or particles is high, which generally results in

a low maximum heat load. In this paper, a hybrid wick structure,

shown in Fig. 2, was developed and fabricated to overcome this

disadvantage of uniform wicks.
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Fig. 3. Fabrication-process steps of copper-filled thermal vias in LCP and
hybrid wicking structure [26].

The hybrid wick is composed of a single layer of woven

copper mesh (200 in−1) bonded to the top of 200-µm capillary

grooves. This mesh has been chosen for its relatively low

cost and abundance in industry while still providing a strong

capillary pumping pressure to drive the viscous flow. The

200-µm-wide capillary grooves of the hybrid structure allow

liquid flow with small viscous pressure loss.

This hybrid structure is believed to effectively enhance heat

transfer by inducing film evaporation on the mesh and reducing

the flow resistance resulting from returned liquid working flow.

B. Fabrication of PFHP

The fabrication of the flat polymer heat pipe begins with

100-µm-thick LCP with 18-µm copper thermally bonded to

each side (Rogers Corporation, Ultralam 8035), as shown in

Fig. 3(a).

Copper-filled thermal vias are formed in the evaporator and

condenser sections to improve the thermal conductivity of the

LCP casing material. The three-layer material is fixed to a

silicon wafer with adhesiveless semiconductor tape. Positive

photoresist (PR) is spun on the copper, and a negative image

of the desired vias is patterned on the PR. For this device, the

evaporator is 1 cm2, and the condenser is 4 cm2. The thermal

vias with 200-µm diameter are patterned in a hexagonal array

with 200-µm spacing. The exposed via holes on the top copper

layer are etched through with liquid copper etchant (CE-200),

as shown in Fig. 3(b). Reactive ion etching was used to cut the

via holes in the polymer since a suitable liquid-polymer etchant

could not be found. The process was completed using plasma

with 16 standard cubic centimeter per minute (SCCM) of CF4

and 4 SCCM of O2, which is a standard recipe used in our

reactor.

It has however been demonstrated in literature [25] that a

pure O2 can decrease the etch time of polymers by as much

as one-half. The top copper layer served as an etch mask,

and the bottom layer served as an etch stop, as shown in

Fig. 3(c). It took a total 10 h to cut through the 100-µm LCP

using 1-h exposures to avoid excessive heating. Despite this

prolonged plasma exposure, the material did not experience

Fig. 4. Scanning electron microscope image of the copper wet-etched 200-µm
evaporator wicking channels.

any deformation and displayed an undercutting of 10 µm with

no noticeable deterioration or delamination of the copper-mask

layer. The top layer of copper is then removed with wet etchant.

Although not shown in Fig. 3(d), the copper on the bottom of

the via hole was protected with an additional layer of PR during

the wet-etching process. The vias are then filled with copper

from the bottom up using electroplating. The copper is allowed

to overplate above the LCP to form a continuous pad for the

evaporator and condenser sections, as shown in Fig. 3(e).

The microchannels for liquid transport are formed by first

electroplating the bottom copper layer from 18 to 100 µm and

then using photolithography and wet etching to define 200-µm

wide by 80-µm deep pillars, as seen in Fig. 4. Pillars are chosen,

rather than channels, to allow liquid to return to the evaporator

from any direction and achieve uniform liquid distribution in

the evaporating area. A single layer of 7874 m−1 (200 in−1)

woven copper mesh is then pressed uniformly to the top of the

formed pillars and then bonded by electroplating to create a

hybrid wicking structure, as shown in Fig. 3(g). The advantage

of the hybrid wicking structure is its low flow resistance and

high capillary pumping pressure. A 20-µm layer of copper

remains to line the inside of the PFHP to serve as a gas

and liquid diffusion barrier due to the low permeability of

LCP. More details of the fabrication process may be found in

Oshman et al. [26].

To achieve compactness, researchers have been trying to

reduce the FHP thickness and maintain its performance at the

same time. As discussed in the Introduction Section, the FHP

performance was found to decrease with its thickness due to the

fact that the vapor flow resistance would increase significantly

with decreasing thickness of the vapor core. In the development

of PFHP, the vapor-core thickness is carefully managed to be

approximately 1.0 mm.

A 1-mm-thick 5-mm-wide copper frame and small polymer

spheres are used to support the flexible layer and maintain

an adequate vapor space. A glass slide is placed on top to

enable visualization of the liquid flow. The charging tube is a

1.016-mm (0.04-in)-diameter copper tube. The top and bottom

views are seen in Fig. 5.

We note that the current prototype device, as tested, was in

a rigid configuration, while it has great potential to be made
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Fig. 5. Top and bottom views of the finished PFHP showing the evaporator
and condenser regions located on the LCP substrate.

flexible. Research has shown that the effect of bending an

originally straight heat pipe up to 90◦ has a negligible effect

on the vapor-pressure loss and little effect on the temperature

difference between the evaporator and the condenser. It was

found out that bending of compressible wicking structures

may however obstruct the liquid flow to the evaporator and

decrease the capillary limit and, consequently, the maximum

heat-transport ability of the device [27].

After assembly and before charging, the PFHP was cleaned

to remove contaminants. The cleaning step has been found to

minimize the noncondensable gases and improve the contact

condition between the wicking and working fluid, therefore

increasing the capillary pressure. The cleaning process involved

using a vacuum pump to flush a 10% H2SO4 solution through

the uncharged PFHP. This cleaning process ran for 15 min to

ensure an oxide-free copper surface. Deionized water was then

drawn through the device for another 15 min for several times

to rinse the internal surface. Once thoroughly rinsed several

times, the heat pipe was then placed in a vacuum oven at 100 ◦C

and 100 mtorr for 30 min to remove the residual moisture from

the wicking structure. The copper charging tube was connected

to a turbomolecular vacuum pump until the pressure reached

10−7 torr for 24 h, which is sufficient for all of the materials

in the heat pipe to be outgassed. The evacuated heat pipe was

then accurately charged with 0.198 ml of distilled and degassed

water.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION

A. Experimental Study of PFHP

Five prototypes of our PFHPs have been fabricated for

experimental studies. The test facility is shown schematically

in Fig. 6.

A 1 cm × 1 cm ceramic heater is positioned at the bottom

of the evaporation region. Due to the flexible nature of the LCP

film, the applied pressure on the heater is limited to approxi-

mately 50 kPa. Thermal grease is layered between the heater

and the evaporator to reduce the contact thermal resistance. A

dc power supply (Agilent E3620A) is used to supply power to

the heater. The input power (voltage and current) of the heater

is directly recorded for reference. It should be noted that this

power is generally higher than the actually transported power

because of the heat loss dissipated through the thermal insula-

Fig. 6. PFHP testing setup using a water heat exchanger in the condenser
section to determine the heat transferred by the device.

Fig. 7. Thermocouple arrangement on the evaporator and condenser for
characterizing the PFHP.

tion layer. The condensation region is cooled by a single-phase

water heat exchanger. The inlet temperature (Tin) and outlet

temperature (Tout) of the water chamber are measured with

K-type thermocouples that display an uncertainty of ±0.01 K.

The flow rate of the water (ṁ) is controlled with a needle

valve and is measured with a flowmeter that has an uncertainty

of ±0.263 ml/min. These data are used with (2) to accurately

measure the actual heat transferred by the device

qout = ṁcp(Tout − Tin). (2)

The uncertainty propagated in this calculation for qout yields

±0.0767 W. As shown in (2), qout is the heat removed by

single-phase water loop, and cp is the specific heat of water.

In order to evaluate the performance of the PFHP, ten K-type

thermocouples are bonded to the test vehicle using high

thermal-conductivity epoxy. The thermocouple distribution is

shown in Fig. 7, and the readings are recorded by an Agilent

data acquisition system (34970A) and then documented by a

computer system. The entire test section is thermally insulated

to reduce the heat loss due to natural convection and radiation.

B. Results and Discussion

The temperature distribution along the PFHP at various

power inputs in the horizontal orientation is shown in Fig. 8. In

these cases, the nominal input powers (heater power) are 3, 5, 8,

10, and 13 W. Because of the heat loss through natural convec-

tion and radiation, the actual heat powers transferred by the heat

pipe are 2.85, 4.71, 7.50, 9.11, and 11.94 W, respectively, which

are estimated using (2). The temperature difference between the

centers of the evaporator and the condenser

∆T = Tevap − Tcond (3)
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Fig. 8. Temperature distribution along the length of a working PFHP at
various heat-transfer power levels, where the left side is the evaporator and
the right side is the condenser.

Fig. 9. Temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser at
various transferred power levels.

which is a standard method used to characterize the perfor-

mance of heat pipes [9], is shown in Fig. 9.

It can be seen in the figure that the maximum temperature

gradient across the evaporator is about 3 K, and the maximum

temperature gradient across the condenser is about 2 K. This

gradient is caused by condensate returning to the evaporator and

absorbing the heat at the inner edge of the evaporator surface

and, hence, lowering the temperature on that side. The opposite

occurs at the inner edge of the condenser when the vapor gives

off its latent heat of vaporization.

In order to evaluate the performance of PFHP, the effective

thermal conductivity is generally employed to present the per-

formance of the heat pipe and can be calculated using Fourier’s

law in

keff =
qoutL

A∆T
. (4)

L is the center-to-center distance between the condenser and

the evaporator. A is the cross-sectional area of the device.

It can be seen in Fig. 10 that the effective thermal con-

ductivity of the PFHP is plotted as a function of input heat

power and is in the range from 650 to 830 W/m · K after the

PFHP performance stabilized after 48 h. The measured effective

thermal conductivity of the PFHP is more than twice that of the

pure copper reference sample (circle marker in Fig. 10). The

Fig. 10. Effective thermal conductivity of PFHP as a function of input power
and compared with a copper-plate reference sample and an uncharged PFHP.

Fig. 11. Reliability test of PFHP over the span of 48 h after charging the
device.

effective thermal conductivity of an empty (uncharged) heat

pipe is also shown in Fig. 10 for comparison. For an uncharged

heat pipe, heat is primarily transported from evaporator to

condenser by thermal conduction. Since the polymer case is

very poor in thermal conductivity, the majority of the heat

is conducted along the copper frame, channels, and mesh. It

is not surprising to clearly observe that the effective thermal

conductivity of an uncharged heat pipe is much lower than an

operational PFHP. This comparison validated that the PFHPs

operates effectively and is superior to pure copper in terms of

thermal conductivity.

A reliability test of the PFHP was also conducted. Fig. 11

shows that the effective thermal conductivity of PFHP has

reached 1000 W/m · K in the first 2 h after charging, and

its performance degraded with time and stabilized around

750 W/m · K after 48 h. The PFHP still functions with relatively

good performance after 48-h charging. The reasons for the

performance degrading of the PFHP may come from several

sources. The primary reason for this initial degradation may be

a small quantity of noncondensing gas that gradually generates

and accumulates during the operation. Second, the condensa-

tion area may become partially flooded, which would increase

the thermal resistance on the condenser side.
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Fig. 12. Temperature difference (∆T ) between the evaporator and the con-
denser of the PFHP at various orientations of tilt angles, where−90◦ is adverse
with the evaporator located above the condenser.

The test results showed that the PFHP developed in this study

is a better thermal conductor and spreader than the pure copper

plate in a range of working heat flux. Additionally, the weight

of the PFHP is only one-tenth to one-fifth of the copper plate of

the same dimensions.

The performance in different orientations requires investi-

gation for applications in mobile electronics, such as laptop

computers, personal digital assistants, mobile phones, or other

portable electronic devices. Generally, heat-pipe performance

varies significantly with its operating orientations [28], [29].

The position where the condenser is above the evaporator can

enhance the liquid supply by assistance of gravity, which could

result in high heat-transfer rate. However, when the evaporator

is on top, gravity functions as additional pressure drop and

causes a difficulty on the liquid supply, which in turn could

cause premature partial or total dry out and degrade the heat-

pipe performance significantly. To evaluate the hybrid wicking

structure of our PFHP in these adverse conditions, a rotatable

setup is used to alter the tilt angle.

As shown in Fig. 12, for moderate input power of 3 and

8 W, from the case of progravity (90◦) to adverse gravity

(−90◦), the temperature difference between the evaporator

and the condenser just slightly increases. This shows that the

effectiveness of a hybrid wicking structure can generate higher

capillary pressure compared with conventional heat pipes with

uniform wicks and is able to overcome the gravitational hy-

drostatic pressure drop. Test results illustrate that this newly

developed FPHP can work as high as 11.94 W at 1g (adverse-

gravity) acceleration and also demonstrate the effectiveness of

hybrid wick structures.

IV. CONCLUSION

A 1-mm-thick PFHP has been successfully developed, fab-

ricated, and demonstrated. The performance of the PFHP

at various input powers and orientations was measured and

documented. The effective thermal conductivity of the PFHP

reached as high as 830 W/m · K with an input power range

of 3.0–11.94 W in horizontal orientation, which is superior

to existing FHPs in the same thickness range. The achieved

high performance can be attributed to the careful control of

vapor-core thickness and the development of hybrid wick

structures made from woven copper mesh and microchannels.

Additionally, copper-filled thermal vias were used to improve

the thermal conduction through the LCP case. Although the

tested prototype was assembled with a rigid frame and obser-

vation glass slide, the working substrate is flexible. With future

development, PFHP employing LCP as the case material will

offer the flexibility and capability to be integrated directly into

PCBs as effective thermal-management solutions.
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